Tempi Releases their Groundbreaking
Drumsticks for Drummers
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Tempi's new drumsticks on Amazon help drummers be recognized on stage and
transform any performance into something incredible!
Tempi's new drumsticks on Amazon help drummers be recognized on stage and transform any
performance into something incredible!Charlotte, United States - April 16, 2017 /PressCable/ -Tempi, a popular music company, released their new drum sticks earlier this week on Amazon.com!
"We decided to fill a gap in the market." said small-business owner Igor Mikhaylov of Tempi. "A new
trend of glow in the dark drumsticks are emerging in the US market and we decided to jump on top
of it. Until now, all have been electric and use LED's and batteries to glow and are rated on average
2-3 stars. We decided to create a drumstick combnes the glow in the dark effect without using
batteries and be incredible quality for playing ."
The new drumsticks have a flourescent coating on the outside, which creates a "glow in the dark"
effect when playing. This helps drummers finally be recognized and seen on stage. Additionally, it
helps create an awesome effect for gigs, practice, performances and rehearsals from beginner
drummers to advanced pros. Some light is required to create the glow in the dark effect such as
background stage lights (as in the picture above).
The Tempi Drumsticks for Musicians are made of extremely high quality, hand-picked American
hickory producing resilience, responsiveness, durability, and classic feel. Due to the quality of
materials and flourescent coating, the drumsticks come at a higher price tag than regular drum
sticks making for a great gift for friends and family members.
Just like Tempi's #1 Best-Selling mechanical metronome on Amazon in the USA, the Tempi
Drumsticks come with a complimentary warranty and 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. The company is
commited to helping musicians succeed and accomplish their musical goals.
The drumsticks come in size 5A (the standard size for all players) and in the neon colors yellow,
green and pink. Due to being a new product on the market, for this week only, Tempi is selling their
drumsticks for just $12.99 per set!
To learn more how drummers can impress spectators and get the stage recognition they deserve,
check-out Tempi's new product, the #1 New Release on Amazon.com, and claim the limited time
discount today!!
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XW772WV
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